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1. Objectives of the Project  

In order to study how the dynamics of mesoscale turbulent eddies in the Arctic Ocean in the presence of sea 

ice affect the rate of sea ice loss, a highly accurate simulation model of sea ice and the ocean in the Arctic, 

SEDNA (Sea ice - EDdy resolving ocean paN-Arctic configuration), has been developed on a European 

supercomputer, Joliot-Curie AMD Irene ROME (ROME). The size of ROME does not allow us to perform 

long simulations of more than ten years. The goal of this project is to determine the feasibility of running 

long SEDNA simulations (over a few decades) on the supercomputer Fugaku. 

2. Outline of Results 

We have planned the following four steps to evaluate feasibility of running long SEDNA simulations on 

Fugaku:  

• Porting SEDNA to Fugaku,  

• Test, Scaling study and Tuning, 

• Data transfer test between Japan and France,  

• Test of the post-processing tool, Dask-Xarray.   

 

We have completed the first step of this project, namely the installation of the SEDNA configuration on 

Fugaku. SEDNA uses NEMO-SI3 [1] code together with Xml – IO – Server (XIOS) [2]. We have successfully 

compiled NEMO-ICE and XIOS using aarch64_fj, Fujitsu compiler available on Fugaku. For XIOS, we have 

used recent update done on Spack for aarch64_fj by HPCI-RIST support team [3].  

We have carried out our first test on Fugaku. We used exactly the same SEDNA configuration as it was used 

on ROME for its MPI decomposition. SEDNA has three computational parts: 1. Initialization of NEMO-SI3 

which reads large input data, 2. iterative computational process along time axis using NEMO-SI3, and 3. 

output writing using XIOS libraries. Our first test calculation performs the first and second part of shortened 

SEDNA configuration and we have measured the number of iterations computed per minute. As shown in 

Figure 1, although we did not perform any MPI domain decomposition optimization for Fugaku’s node 

architecture nor it’s TOFU network, we have observed an increased number of iterations computed per 

minute compared to ROME. 
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However, the initialization step was anomaly slow (more than 14 seconds on Fugaku compared to less than 

one second on ROME). Further study on optimization of data placement on Fugaku IO architecture is 

required before the scaling study. 

Data transfer rate measured between Fugaku and ROME was 4MB per second. This bandwidth information 

will be used when we will evaluate our post-processing workflow’s feasibility.   

Installation of Dask-Xarray, together with Pangeo HPC benchmark [4, 5] were conducted thanks to HPCI-

RIST support team. Tips and configurations on Fugaku have been shared at an online conference DASK 

SUMMIT [6]. 

We conclude that Fugaku computed faster than ROME on our first test case. However further studies, such 

as optimum usage of disk, tuning of MPI decomposition and its scaling study, scaling study of Dask-Xarray, 

are required to conclude the feasibility of running a few decades long SEDNA simulations on Fugaku.  

 

 

3. Please describe issues or suggestions through using the evaluation environment of the supercomputer 

Fugaku in the trial phase, as well as opinions or requests for improvement of the user environment. 

N.A. 

 

  

Figure 1: Averaged computed number of iterations per minutes on ROME and Fugaku for 
SEDNA. The computation was carried out using 16496 and 26731 active MPI processes. On 
Fugaku, 48 MPI processes were placed for each computing node. 
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